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kg ResortWear showcases clothing, accessories, shoes and select merchandise for the Watersports 

Lifestyle.  We provide direct links to our brand showcases for a seamless shopping experience 

throughout North America. 

More than a decade ago, we started showcasing swim trunks.  Today, we offer a full line of styles to 

bring the Watersports Lifestyle to work, to play and for everyday! 

With a century of history rooted in the New England Textiles revolution, our family brand brings forward 

spectacular selections arranged in well-coordinated showcases.  Our 2021 catalog offers a glimpse into 

the possibilities for crafting your own Watersports Lifestyle.  Our brand designers lay the foundation for 

your fashionable future, our showcase is your roadmap.  Let’s enjoy the journey together…  in style! 

 



 

   

http://www.guyswim.com


 



            

 

 

GO CAMO IN 2021 

 

 

 

 

 



Add the slip-ons 

 

And the perfect face mask 

                          

 

 

 

 

 



 

Treat yourself to the clean lines of a Fair Weather bedroom ensemble for a truly nautical home motif… 

 

 

 

Or the sophistication of an Addeson Quilt 

 



The watersports lifestyle 

business casual look begins 

with spectacular shirting.  An 

interesting long sleeved plaid 

with open collar and 

comfortably rolled sleeves to 

show off that sensational 

quality wristwatch from our 

Metal For Men showcase, is an 

ideal fit. 

Check out those athletic fit 

kakis with the generous ankle 

effect over a navy and white 

boat sneaker.   

While sitting on a window sill is 

optional, this look has career 

potential to consider… 

He’s in line for that promotion! 

 

        

Just look to our Steve Madden Canada collection for other career 

footwear options 



Cool weather business casual combination: a practical sweater worn 

over a dress Oxford button-down 

 

For an outdoor layer, add the sleek Rain Breaker Bomber Jacket 

 

 



 

From Club Monaco, we introduce our 2021 stretch-fit chino 

   

Pair with the gum-sole sneaker for the signature casual look of a 

Seventh Avenue fashion icon 

 



 

 

We still find refuge in the traditional men’s peacoat in Navy.  It dresses 

up the casual look with distinctive classic formality for a whole new 

generation to explore… 

 



 

Over the holidays, we 

introduced an exciting 

gift set including a 

button down solid-

color shirt with a 

crafted upscale ribbed 

hoodie.  It’s a winning 

combination with lots 

of wearing options for 

your perfect look. 

For Spring 2021, we highlight the Popover Shirt, a 

comfortable, casual style with a clipped collar and mid-

biceps short sleeves to amplify his physique.  Four neck 

buttons let him be as cool as he wants to feel.  It does as 

much for his ego as it does for his wardrobe:  

 



For more structure, consider the Double-faced shirt: a 

long-sleeved, button-down with a generous cut for 

layering with a well-crafted tee. 

 

…and speaking of a well-crafted tee, how about this one: 



 

…and don’t forget the straight cut jeans to compliment 

your look: 

 

Or a classic stretch Chino for a more dressed-up look: 

 

 



The pandemic facemasks c. 2020, Club Monaco designs 

 

 



Classic Bomber Jacket over Kakis…  What a memory 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



A Watersports-Inspired Women’s Collection 

 

 

 

 



 

Women’s Wedge 

 

 



Experience the kg ResortWear Watersports Lifestyle 

Showcase exclusively at guyswim.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 


